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Chapter 13 

Verse 30:  

 

In this verse, Lord Krishna declares “Yah Pashyati”, meaning one who sees. Sees what? He 

reveals that one who understands that all activities in all respects are factually performed by 

prakriti or the material substratum pervading physical existence, and that the atma or 

immortal soul, having no material qualities or material attributes, is only the witness and 

performs no actions, such a person can realize the Supreme Lord Krishna. Associated with 

the three gunas or modes of goodness, passion and ignorance, Prakriti directs and 

influences the mind, body and senses to actions. Such a person comprehends that the purely 

spiritual atma or immortal soul is the monitor and witness to these actions only. Any 

misconception arising contrary to this reality is due to the erroneous identification of the 

atma as being the physical body instead of understanding that the atma is imperishable and 

completely independent of the perishable physical body. One who comprehends all these 

truly perceives reality. 

 

Verse 31:  

 

While irrefutably establishing the fact that atma or immortal soul exists equally within the 

etheric heart of each and every living entity and the reality that Paramatma or the Supreme 
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Soul also resides equally within the etheric heart of all living entities, Lord Krishna confirms 

that prakriti or the material substratum pervading physical existence is the source of all 

variegated species and forms of the physical bodies of the jivas or embodied beings. When 

one can see and understand that all jivas in material existence are in possession of the atma 

whether they are demigods, human or animal, etc. and are all rooted in the same absolute 

reality and appear only as different manifestations of the same absolute nature expanded at 

the commencement of creation. At that very moment one achies infinite knowledge and 

realization of the Brahman or the spiritual substratum pervading all existence. 

 

Verse 32:  

 

In this verse, Lord Krishna reveals that Paramatma, the all-pervading Supreme Soul as well 

as the localized atma or the immortal individual soul are both distinctly different from 

prakriti or the material substratum pervading physical existence. It may also be understood 

that it is only by the medium of prakriti that bodies and senses manifest and cause the jiva 

or embodied being to engage in activities which gives karma or reactions to actions. But the 

question may be raised that if Paramatma and the atma have such intimate contact with 

the physical body, which is experiencing joy and grief as it performs unlimited activities, 

then how are they both not affected, implicated and contaminated by such enactments and 

remain only the witness and monitor? Anticipating such a query, Lord Krishna answers that 

they are both anaditva and nirgunatvat, meaning eternal without beginning and possessing 

no material qualities or attributes whatsoever. They are transcendental to prakriti and 

everything material, including the physical body, mind and intellect. Whatever has 

manifested from prakriti possesses the three gunas, including goodness, passion and 

nescience and are perishable. This comprises the scope of prakriti but Paramtama and the 

atma are not implicated by the physical body or influenced by its modifications thereof, and 

therefore, are only monitoring all thoughts and actions as the witness. 


